Candidates for Football Team to Be Put on Squads

Pentathlon Dropped

Squad May Not Use Cape May

Applicants for the team that will represent Pennsylvania at the Atlantic City Meet will be chosen from a list of qualified candidates. The meet will be held around March 15, with the 1931 meet being held in front of the school and the first week in February. The meet will be held on Cape May Island, with the second week in February being held in front of the school on the second week in February. The meet will be held in front of the school on the second week in February.
THEY ARE STARTING TO LOOK YOU OVER

Frost! This preliminary rushing means you must prepare to stand the gaff.
It's alright when they know about your morals, character and other good points. But when only the fleeting impression left by your appearance alone counts what yoked, so no matter how good a fellow he may be under his trick suit, stands a chance.

Insure for an impressive appearance by coming to us for furnishings.

Pennadashery
3717 Spruce Street

MERCHANDISE THAT EXPRESSS PERSONALITY

Palette Tea Shop
3753 Spruce Street
Breakfast - Lunch - Tea - Dinner
ROOMS TO RENT

Brewers
COFFEE CHOCOLATE
Pretzels, Coffee and Hot Chocolate

ONTARIO BAY
SEE "AL"

HOUSTON CLUB SODA GRILLE

JOHNSON & MURPHY SHOES
The Nation's  7  11 11 11 11 11
on display every Friday at
Philadelphia

CUNNINc.BooT SHOP
3655 WOODLAND AVENUE

ICE CREAM

Philadelphia

Milk Facts For College Men!

Dr. McCormell of Johns Hopkins University, says:

“The people who have used milk and its products liberally, are the people who have achieved, who have been large, strong, vigorous people, who have had the boat races in the world who have an appreciation for art, literature and music, who are progressive in science and in every activity of the Human Intelect.”

Scott Powell "A" Milk has no equal in food value, wholesome, taste or flavor.

"FRESHER BY A DAY”

Scott Powell Dairies, Inc.

45TH AND PARISH STREETS.

Pensioner 1924 - Telephones - Wisconsin 5392
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THE PENNSYLVANIA
2240 pounds of Good, Clean Coal to every ton
Service, Quality and Prices that are Right.
Special consideration given to Fraternity Houses
WOMEN NATATORS MEET RIVAL TEAMS TODAY

Pennsylvania's women natators will take part in their first swimming meet of the season this afternoon at 3 o'clock, when they compete with the representatives of Drexel Institute, Temple University and the Philadelphia College of Osteopathy at the Hebrew Association pool, Broad and Pine Streets. All the teams have been practicing卓卓ately for several weeks, and while competition is expected to be keen, the courses of the Pennsylvania team are confident that their athletes will make a good showing.

The team representing the University has lost but once during the long season. It is as follows: Swallowtrotter, Alex. H. Burton, A. M. Martin, backstroke and breaststroke; R. MacCordale and E. Sterne, diving; Helen Martigall, Millie, J. Somerfield and B. Bepp, breaststroke, swim two events, C. Cook, R. Marsh, C. Remeser and B. Bepp.

Several meets are being sponsored with Drexel Institute of the Philadelphia to take place after the university examinations period. In view of the considerable swimming material that has shown up recently, these courses are expected to match the Pennsylvania women with their rivals of the city. No less than three chances to distinguish themselves in this athletic activity.

YEARNING FIVE DOWNS LAWRENCEVILLE 30 to 24

Continued from Page One


Inconsistency of Rule INTERPRETATION BLAMED FOR DEFEAT AT HANOVER

Continued from Page One

When competition is in a bit of rough than the referee invariably called a foul. Pennsylvania's superior passer and rebounder time and time again lost the ball because his followers in adjustable clothes all blocked and forced the ball out of bounds. When Drexel was penalized without knowing their best game of the season and used for the sake falls at least partially with Drexel's men. The offense would have been different. The return game with the University next year will be played on the March 5.

FRATERNITY CO-OPERATION SOUGHT BY ALUMNI GROUP

Continued from Page One

Mr. Stouffer Towndhall, well known in alumni circles and a member of the Alumni Endowment Committee, will deliver an intemal talk on the fraternity co-operation endeavor. The plan for the entire endowment drive among the University alumni is not the purpose of the alumni representatives to make a plea for ends. His theme is to acquaint the fraternity with the importance of what fraternity cooperation among the present and future members is for the University's service. The cooperation of such fraternity among to alumni will be discussed by Mr. Stouffer. It is the purpose of the Alumni Society to call the appropriate fraternity in the forbearance of the alumni endowment drive. Theiss Alumni Council will be better able to pass on just if this of the fraternity cooperate, no direct interest has to be the University's service. The cooperation of such fraternity among to alumni will be discussed by Mr. Stouffer. It is the purpose of the Alumni Society to call the appropriate fraternity in the forbearance of the alumni endowment drive. Theiss Alumni Council will be better able to pass on just if this of the fraternity cooperate, no direct interest has to be the University's service. The cooperation of such fraternity among to alumni will be discussed by Mr. Stouffer. It is the purpose of the Alumni Society to call the appropriate fraternity in the forbearance of the alumni endowment drive. Theiss Alumni Council will be better able to pass on just if this of the fraternity cooperate, no direct interest has to be the University's service. The cooperation of such fraternity among to alumni will be discussed by Mr. Stouffer. It is the purpose of the Alumni Society to call the appropriate fraternity in the forbearance of the alumni endowment drive. Theiss Alumni Council will be better able to pass on just if this of the fraternity cooperate, no direct interest has to be the University's service.

The Margaret Elizabeth Cafe Tea

All the delicacies of home cooking Cafeteria

Breakfast 7:30-9:30

SUNDAY - Breakfast 8-9:30 Dinner 11:00-1:00 Service

The Fairmont Laundry

Harry Endicott, Proprietor

Office 247 S. 37th Street

The best good time you could plan

Oh! How You'll Dance

Millions of men demand this protection every day

MILLIONS of men are turn-

From Squibb's Dental Cream, made

with Squibb's Milk of Magnesia,

because its regular use prevents

Acid Decay at The Danger Line

and reduces the serious menace

of Pyorrhea. A pleasure to use.

Safe for all.

SQUIBB'S

DENTAL CREAM

Made with Squibb's Milk of Magnesia

STUDY AT HOME FOR EXTRA CREDITS

More than 200 courses in History, English, Mathematics, Chemistry, Modern Languages, Economics, Philosophy, Sociology, etc., are given by correspondence. Learn how the credit they hold may be applied in your college course. Catalog containing course fully will be furnished on request. Write today.

The University of Chicago

Illinois 62

S. E. Cor. 33rd & Chestnut Sts.

EAT AT THE NAMELESS RESTAURANT

Operated by students

3703 Woodland Avenue

Contest Ends Saturday, January 31st

Win $10

BY answering

a name

A great One-Piece All-Leather Cover

For 1940 FORD

You'll Dance

The best good time you could plan

dinner or supper in the Grill Room of Hotel Pennsylvania. Everything is just tight there for the choicy sort of party that makes the men happy. VINCENT LOPEZ and MISS HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA DANCE ORCHESTRA furnish the most estimant dance music.

The food is delicious and the service and courteous. There is no more delightful place on earth for a good time.

HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA

CORPORATE PENNSYLVANIA STATION

NEW YORK CITY

Phone: Baring 7124

Open Day and Night

LANCASTER RESTAURANTS

259 S. Fortieth Street

Philadelphia

OUR MOTTO: Cleanliness, Prompt and Courteous Service
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